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Win a DIAMOND in Johannesburg!

South Africa is synonymous with diamonds – so
to add a little sparkle to the Tournament, one
lucky person attending the Opening Function
will win a beautifully cut diamond worth R12
500. The diamond is a square radiant cut, the
colour is rated as H VS2 and it is 0.34 carats – a
beautiful piece of jewellery.

Entries
At the last count the number of players entered
is approaching the 600 mark representing 32
nations.
The vast majority of the entries are men: ladies
where are you? Even if you don’t think you are a
contender for gold, silver or bronze you could
leave Johannesburg with that wonderful
diamond…
Past Champions Now Entered

The Nations Cup
•Craig van der Wath (South Africa)

Men’s 50-54: a record 5 times World Champion

•Angie Clifton-Parks (South Africa)

Women’s 50-54: two times World Champion

•Sarah Fitz-Gerald (Australia)

Women’s 45-49: two time Champion defending her Hong Kong title

•Pauline Douglas (Scotland)

This is a new trophy that will be presented for
the first time in Johannesburg to the nation that
performs the best at the Tournament. Designed
to engender national pride and team spirit
amongst players, the performance criteria is
broader than only medal winners; it includes
positions 5-8, 9-16 and the winners of the Plate
Events. Check out the website for more details.

Women’s 60-64: two time Champion and defending her Hong Kong title

• Barbara Sanderson (Ireland)

Women’s O75: four titles and looking to win a record 5th title

•Brian Cook (Australia)

Men’s 65-69: four times winner and defending his Hong Kong title

•Adrian Wright (England)

Men’s 75-79: a triple Champion – in Cape Town, Birmingham and Hong
Kong

•Ann Manley (England)

Women’s 70-74: two titles – in Cape Town and Birmingham

•Sheena Worwood (South Africa)

Women’s 70-74: took home the title in Cologne
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Cont…

Special Golf Offer
SAGolfing.com is offering organised rounds of
golf at several top Johannesburg clubs at a
discounted rate of R800.00 ($51.00). The
deal includes green fees for 18 holes,
transport to and from your hotel or B&B, and
the provision of a 5 star set of golf clubs, so
no need to lug your own clubs on a plane to
Johannesburg.
Contact Tim Steenhof for bookings:
tim@sagolfing.com

September is looming: there are only 64 days until Entries
Close and 106 days to the start of the Tournament.
DON’T DELAY - GET YOUR ENTRY IN TODAY!!

